
Summer 2 Week 6 - English  Lesson 5

Can I write an informal letter? 



Starter: correct these two sentences, look out for 
punctuation and spellings!

a pail beam of light shone weekly through the gap in the 

curtains in harrys bedroom outside the house. it was completely 

silent there was no birds tweeting, no dogs barking and no 

insects creaking



Starter: Answers

A pale beam of light shone weakly through the gap in the 

curtains in Harry’s bedroom. Outside the house, it was 

completely silent. There were no birds tweeting, no dogs barking 

and no insects creaking.



Today you are going to get the chance to write an 
informal letter, but first let’s recap what we have 
looked at this week! 



We 
looked at 
the 
structure 
of a 
letter! 



We looked at fronted adverbials!

•A fronted adverbial goes at the beginning of a       
sentence.
•It describes the verb (the ‘doing’ word) in the 
sentence.
•It describes where, when and how



We looked at prepositions!

● A preposition is a word that tells you where 
something is in relation to something else. 

● It usually connects two nouns together. 

The cat is under the tree.



The learning we have done this week will all help you 
to write the best informal letter possible. 

Try to use what we have learnt this week, as well as 
the other Year 4 writing objectives, when writing your 
letter.



Year 4 Writing Objectives



Activity: 

You must write an informal letter to your teacher. 

Your letter will tell us:

● What you would like to do once life gets back to normal. 
● Where you would like to go once life gets back to normal 

Remember to use the year 4 writing objectives and all the skills that we 
have built up this week! 

*If you would like to email us your letter, we would love to read them!*

 


